Supplemental
Supplemental Fig. S2 . Inbred lines with White streaks or "starbursts" (indicated by red arrow) visible around kernels are symptomatic of Fusarium ear rot. Symptom is caused by the pathogen growing under the kernel pericarp (seed coat). Fusarium ear rot (indicated by blue arrow), pathogen broke pericarp barrier and development infection.
Supplemental Fig. S3 . Inbred lines, A) Resistant FER in fieldcorn (FER 0% and Starburst 0% Score); B) Susceptible fieldcorn with FER and starburst; Starburst pattern and ear rot scores were assigned to each ear according to the percentage of kernels exhibiting visual symptoms of infection, from 0 to 100% infection, in increments of 5%. Proceeds used was to score final: (first ear segment + second ear Segment)/2.
